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 Maurice Ravel's Piano Concerto in G major was composed between 1929–1931. The work comprises three movements: Allegramente, 
Adagio assai, and Presto. After his well-received piano tour of America, Ravel wanted to debut this new work himself. However, health issues 
precluded this possibility with his preparatory practice of Franz Liszt's and Frédéric Chopin's etudes leading to fatigue. Instead, Marguerite Long — 
who was known for her performances of the works of Gabriel Fauré and Claude Debussy and had earlier asked Ravel for a new work, later debuted 
the concerto on January 14, 1932 with Ravel conducting the Lamoureux Orchestra. Ravel dedicated the concerto's score to her. The �rst North 
American performances were given simultaneously on the evening of April 22, 1932, by both the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the Philadelphia 
Orchestra at their home concert halls.
The concerto was heavily in�uenced by jazz, which, at the time, was highly popular in Paris as well as the USA, where Ravel was traveling. Ravel was 
impressed by the music he encountered while traveling in the USA and hence the concerto is deeply infused with jazz idioms and harmonies.
 Instrumentation
The orchestra for this concerto is made up of the following instruments: piccolo, �ute, oboe, cor anglais, E-�at clarinet, Clarinet in B-�at and A, 2 
bassoons, 2 horns in F, trumpet in C, trombone, timpani, triangle, snare drum, cymbals, bass drum, tamtam, wood block, whip, harp, piano, 16 violins, 
6 violas, 6 cellos, 4 double basses.
1. Allegramente - The �rst movement opens with a single whip-crack, and what follows can be described as a unique blend between the Basque and 
Spanish sounds of Ravel's youth and the newer jazz styles he had become so fond of. Like many other concerti, the opening movement is written in 
the standard sonata-allegro form, but with considerably more emphasis placed on the exposition.
At 106 bars in length, the large exposition section contains most of the musical ideas presented in the �rst movement. After the opening whip-crack 
and snare drum roll, the piano is introduced, providing a methodical accompanying �gure as the winds present the �rst subject. Soon, the piano stops 
and the orchestra roars to life with each section adding to the theme, eventually drifting into an eerie, dream-like statement from the piano. This 
soliloquy is short-lived as the orchestra reenters with a blues-in�uenced �gure, shifting between major and minor modes. The second subject begins 
with an awkward dissonance (A� and B), but quickly establishes itself as a richly melodic section, reminiscent of Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.
Following a quick chordal passage from the piano, the development begins, utilizing much of the material from the �rst subject. After progressing 
through a variety of modes, the music comes to a mystic section played by the harps and strings. Following a short rest, the section continues, but is 
quickly interrupted by a restatement of the "blues section" from the �rst subject.
An abridged version of the �rst subject begins the recapitulation, after which a piano cadenza restates the second theme. Through this elaborate 
restatement, the movement progresses to an energetic coda and ends with a bawdy scale from the brass.
2. Adagio assai - In stark contrast to the preceding movement, the second movement is a tranquil subject of Mozartian serenity written in ternary 
form. Though seemingly e�ortless in its execution, Ravel himself said of the opening melody: "That �owing phrase! How I worked over it bar by bar! It 
nearly killed me!”[citation needed]
The �rst theme is presented solely by the piano, the right hand playing the melody with the left hand accompanying in a manner similar to a Chopin 
nocturne. After some time, the orchestra integrates itself into the subject, strings and winds carrying the melody into the second theme.
The second theme, introduced by the bassoons, is tenser than the �rst, utilizing dissonant harmonies and �gures from the piano. Almost as easily as 
the theme appears, it fades away into a restatement of the �rst theme, and then into a brief coda which brings the movement to a gentle close.
3. Presto - The third movement recalls the intensity of the �rst with its quick melodies and di�cult passage-work. Written in an abridged sonata form, 
the �nale has been the subject of criticism since its premiere.
The piano introduces the �rst subject, a rapid chordal �gure, with dissonant interjections from the winds and brass. The subject continues with such 
interjections from all, and progresses through a multitude of modes before �nally coming to its conclusion. Here, the movement ends with the same 
four chords with which it began.
Possibly due to its short length, the third movement is often repeated by the orchestra and soloist as an 'encore' after the concerto.

Ma Mère l’Oye (Mother Goose) Suite. Composed: 1908-10, 1911.
 First Performances:
The original piano duet was premiered by Christine Verger and Germaine Duramy, (6 and 10 years old!), Salle Gaveau at a concert of the Société 
Musicale Indépendante in Paris on April 20, 1910.
The Ballet was �rst performed at the Théâtre des Arts in Paris on January 28 1912.
The Suite was �rst performed at Aeolean Hall by the New York Symphony on November 8, 1912.
 Instrumentation: 2 �utes (second doubling piccolo), 2 oboes (second doubling English horn), 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons (second doubling contrabas-
soon), 2 horns, timpani, triangle, cymbals, bass drum, tam-tam, xylophone, glockenspiel, celesta, harp, and strings.
Ravel originally composed Ma Mère l’oye (Mother Goose) in 1908 and 1910 as a suite of four-hand piano pieces. They were written for the children of 
his friends Ida and Cipa Godebski. The children, Mimie and Jean Godebski, were six and seven years old at the time. The �rst public performance was 
given by two other children who were 6 and 10 years old. La pavane de la Belle au bois dormant was written in 1908 as Ravel’s father was dying (He 
passed away a month later). The other four movements were written in April 1910 with the premiere only days later.
 In 1911 Jacques Rouché, who was the director of the Théâtre des Arts, suggested that these piano pieces be reworked into a ballet. Ravel orchestrated 
them wonderfully. For the ballet he decided to frame the narrative with the story of Sleeping Beauty with which the ballet begins and ends. The 
remaining stories are cast as the beauty’s dreams. He reordered the movements and added a Prélude and the Danse du Rouet et Scène (Spinning 
wheel dance and scene) along with linking intermezzos.
The Suite has �ve movements:
1. La pavane de la Belle au bois dormant
2. Petit Poucet
3. Laideronnette, Impératrice des Pagodes
4. Les Entretiens de la Belle et de la Bête
5. Le jardin féerique

Boléro is a one-movement orchestral piece by Maurice Ravel. Originally composed as a ballet commissioned by Russian ballerina Ida Rubenstein, the piece, 
which premiered in 1928, is Ravel's most famous musical composition. Before Boléro, Ravel had composed large scale ballets (such as Daphnis et Chloé, 
composed for the Ballets Russes 1909–1912), suites for the ballet (such as the second orchestral version of Ma Mère l'Oye, 1912), and one-movement dance 
pieces (such as La Valse, 1906–1920). Apart from such compositions intended for a staged dance performance, Ravel had demonstrated an interest in 
composing re-styled dances, from his earliest successes (the 1895 Menuet and the 1899 Pavane) to his more mature works like Le tombeau de Couperin 
(which takes the format of a dance suite).
Boléro epitomises Ravel's preoccupation with restyling and reinventing dance movements. It was also one of the last pieces he composed before illness 
forced him into retirement: the two piano concertos and the Don Quichotte à Dulcinée song cycle were the only compositions that followed Boléro.
 The work had its genesis in a commission from the dancer Ida Rubinstein, who asked Ravel to make an orchestral transcription of six pieces from Isaac 
Albéniz' set of piano pieces, Iberia.While working on the transcription, Ravel was informed that the movements had already been orchestrated by Spanish 
conductor Enrique Arbós, and that copyright law prevented any other arrangement from being made.When Arbós heard of this, he said he would happily 
waive his rights and allow Ravel to orchestrate the pieces.However Ravel changed his mind and decided initially to orchestrate one of his own 
previously-written works.He then changed his mind again and decided to write a completely new piece based on the musical form and Spanish dance called 
bolero.While on vacation at St Jean-de-Luz, Ravel went to the piano and played a melody with one �nger to his friend Gustave Samazeuilh, saying "Don't 
you think this theme has an insistent quality? I'm going to try and repeat it a number of times without any development, gradually increasing the orchestra 
as best I can."This piece was initially called Fandango, but its title was soon changed to "Boléro".



 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in 
their original,  pristine state for maximum �delity. Transferred from commercially released, analog reel-to-reel tapes (some of 

which are more than 50 years old), the recordings themselves can be subject to certain "artifacts" which are an inseparable part 
of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  

 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced 
versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may be visible. Please regard these tiny marks as  evidence of the "human touch" in 
the care and individual attention that each and every HDTT disc receives during its very demanding  manufacturing process.
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Piano Concerto in G
Julius Katchen Piano

István Kertész London Symphony Orchestra
1) Allegramente 8:02
2) Adagio assa 10:12
3) Presto 4:04
     Total Time 22:18

Ma Mère l'Oye
(Mother Goose Suite)

Ernest Ansermet
Orchestre De La Suisse Romande

4) Prelude et Danse du Rouet - 
     I. Pavane de la belle au bois dormant  7:46
5) Petit Poucet  3:02
6) Laideronette, Imperatrice des Pagodes  3:29
7) Les entretiens de la belle et la bete  3:57
8) Le jardin feerique 3:54
     Total Time 22:15

Maurice Ravel

Bolero
9) One-movement orchestral piece 14:56




